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(54) DATA SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD AND APPARATUS

(57) Provided are a data synchronization method
and apparatus. The method comprises: after a fault of
any one control station is recovered, performing output
locking on a faulty control station in a distributed control
system of a nuclear power plant, so that the faulty control
station may be in a bypass state; comparing variables of
the faulty control station with variables of a selected con-
trol station without a fault to determine data to be syn-
chronized; and establishing a data transmission channel
with the faulty control station, and performing data syn-
chronization on the data to be synchronized based on
the established data transmission channel. In the em-
bodiments of the present invention, data can be reliably
and accurately synchronized to a faulty control station,
the operation is simple, and at the same time, the security
and usability of a distributed control system are ensured.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The invention relates to a technology, in particular to a method and device for data synchronization.

Background Art

[0002] Distributed Control System (DCS) is a new type of control system which integrates control technology, computer
technology, communication technology and network technology. It is used for decentralized control and centralized
management, and specifically control tasks of a complex industrial process decentralized to several control stations to
be accomplished. The protection system of a nuclear power plant realized by a distributed control system is one of the
most important systems, and it is a powerful guarantee of stable, safe and reliable operation of a reactor. The protection
system may be implemented via an analog technology or a digital technology.
[0003] When data inconsistency occurs between two control stations, the problem of data synchronization between
the control stations is usually solved in the following two ways. Firstly, the equipment is manually adjusted to achieve
data synchronization; and secondly, an alarming is reported when the data is inconsistent, and when one control station
is restarted, the data therein is automatically synchronized with the data in the other control station by means of com-
munication between the two control stations.
[0004] However, both of the methods have the following disadvantages: firstly, the first method is complex in operation
and large in error, and may bring risks to the execution of system security functions; secondly, the second method
requires a restart of the control station, thereby affecting the availability of the system. In addition, due to the means of
communication between the control stations, the operation reliability of the system is thus affected to a certain extent.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] The object of the present invention is to provide a method and device for data synchronization such that the
data can be accurately and reliably synchronized to a faulted control station; the operation is simple; and the security
and the availability of a distributed control system are guaranteed.
[0006] According to an aspect of the present invention, a data synchronization method is provided. The method
comprises the following steps of: after failure recovery of any one of the control stations, locking the output of the faulted
control station in a distributed control system of a nuclear power plant to enable the faulted control station to be in a
bypass state; comparing the variable of the faulted control station with the variable of a selected normally functioning
control station to determine data to be synchronized; establishing a data transmission channel with the faulted control
station, and performing data synchronization on the data to be synchronized based on the established data transmission
channel.
[0007] Preferably, comparing the variable of the faulted control station with the variable of the selected normally
functioning control station to determine the data to be synchronized comprises:

acquiring the online value of a first variable of at least one variable of the normally functioning control station and
the online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable of the faulted control station; and

determining the data to be synchronized by comparing the online value of a first variable of each at least one variable
of the normally functioning control station with the online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable of
the faulted control station.

[0008] Preferably, acquiring the online value of a first variable of at least one variable of the normally functioning control
station and the online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable of the faulted control station comprises:
acquiring the online value of a first variable of each variable of a normally functioning control station in a variable
comparison list aiming at the variable needed to be compared and the online value of a second variable of the corre-
sponding variable of a faulted control station in the variable comparison list according to the variable comparison list.
[0009] Preferably, after the data transmission channel is established between the faulted control station and the
engineer station, data synchronization on the data to be synchronized being performed, which further comprises:
disconnecting the data transmission channel and cancelling the bypass state the faulted control station is in.
[0010] Preferably, the method further comprises:
acquiring the variable information of each of the plurality of control stations, and establishing the variable comparison
list according to the acquired variable information.
[0011] Preferably, the variable information comprises at least one of the following: a data name, a data type and an
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online value.
[0012] Preferably, after the fault recovery of any one of the control stations and before bypassing the faulted control
station in the distributed control system of the nuclear power plant, which further comprises:
carrying out variable definition on the data needed to be synchronized of each of the plurality of control stations.
[0013] Preferably, the data needed to be synchronized comprises at least one of the following logically transmitted
data: an RS flip-flop, a Z flip-flop, a self-holding logic and a delayer.
[0014] According to another aspect of the present invention, a data synchronization device is provided. The device
comprises: a control station locking module used for locking the output of a faulted control station in the distributed
control system of a nuclear power plant after failure recovery of any one of the control stations, so that the faulted control
station is in a bypass state; variable comparison module used for comparing the variable of the faulted control station
with the variable of the selected normally functioning control station to determine the data to be synchronized; channel
establishing and data synchronizing module used for establishing a data transmission channel with the faulted control
station and performing data synchronization on the data to be synchronized based on the established data transmission
channel.
[0015] Preferably, the variable comparison module comprises:

a variable online value acquisition unit used for acquiring the online value of a first variable of at least one variable
of the normally functioning control station and the online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable of
the faulted control station;

and a synchronization data determining unit used for determining the data to be synchronized by comparing the
online value of a first variable of each at least one variable of the normally functioning control station with the online
value of a second variable of a corresponding variable of the faulted control station.

[0016] Preferably, the variable online value acquisition unit is operable to acquire the online value of a first variable
of each variable of a normally functioning control station in a variable comparison list aiming at the variable needed to
be compared and the online value of a second variable of the corresponding variable of the faulted control station in the
variable comparison list according to a variable comparison list.
[0017] Preferably, the device further comprises: channel disconnecting and bypass cancelling module used for dis-
connecting the data transmission channel and cancelling the bypass state the faulted control station is in.
[0018] Preferably, the device further comprises: list establishing module used for acquiring the variable information of
each of the plurality of control stations and establishing the variable comparison list according to the acquired variable
information.
[0019] Preferably, the variable information comprises at least one of the following: a data name, a data type and an
online value.
[0020] Preferably, the device further comprises: variable definition module used for carrying out variable definition on
data needed to be synchronized of each of the plurality of control stations.
[0021] Preferably, the data needed to be synchronized comprises at least one of the following logically transmitted
data: an RS flip-flop, a Z flip-flop, a self-holding logic and a delayer.
[0022] According to the data synchronization method and device provided by the embodiment of the invention, after
failure recovery is carried out in any one of the control stations, the output of the faulted control station is locked so that
the faulted control station is in a bypass state; further, comparing the variable of the faulted control station with the
variable of the selected normally functioning control station to determine data to be synchronized; and performing data
synchronization on the data to be synchronized based on the data transmission channel established with the faulted
control station. Therefore, data can be accurately and reliably synchronized to a faulted control station; the operation is
simple; and the security and availability of the distributed control system are guaranteed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0023]

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a data synchronization method according to Embodiment 1 of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a data synchronization method according to Embodiment 2 of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a logic block diagram illustrating a data synchronization device according to Embodiment 3 of the present
invention;
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FIG. 4 is logic block diagram illustrating a data synchronization device according to Embodiment 4 of the present
invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0024] Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be further illustrated in detail in conjunction with the ac-
companying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the elements throughout several drawings and embod-
iments. The following embodiments are intended to illustrate the invention and are not intended to limit the scope thereof.
[0025] It will be understood by those skilled in the art that terms "first", "second" and the like in the present invention
are used solely to distinguish different steps, devices, modules, and the like and do not denote any particular technical
meaning or essential logical order therebetween.

Embodiment 1

[0026] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a data synchronization method according to Embodiment 1 of the present
invention. The method may be performed on equipment such as a maintenance engineer station. The data synchroni-
zation method is used for a distributed control system of a nuclear power plant, wherein the distributed control system
of the nuclear power plant comprises a plurality of control stations configured to be parallel redundancy.
[0027] Referring to FIG. 1, in step S110, after failure recovery of any one of the control stations, the output of a faulted
control station in the distributed control system of the nuclear power plant is locked so that the faulted control station is
in a bypass state.
[0028] Specifically, after the faulted control station restarts its system, the faulted control station is bypassed, that is
to say, the output of the entire control station is locked, i.e., no output is performed.
[0029] In step S120, the variables of the faulted control station are compared with the variables of the selected normally
functioning control station to determine the data to be synchronized.
[0030] In a specific implementation, a process of establishing a variable comparison list is generally completed in a
factory, and variable monitoring is carried out on two parallel redundancy control stations (namely, a faulted control
station and a normally functioning control station) according to the established variable comparison list, and a variable
comparison result is obtained to provide a data basis for a subsequent data synchronization step.
[0031] In step S130, a data transmission channel is established with the faulted control station, and data synchronization
is performed on data to be synchronized based on the established data transmission channel.
[0032] In practice, the maintenance engineer station simultaneously connects the normally functioning control station
via secure bus, data transfer station, and a gateway in order to obtain the data for variables of the normally functioning
control station and synchronize the data to the faulted control station.
[0033] In addition, the connection between the maintenance engineer station and the control station can realize data
interaction by other communication media or communication protocols according to the characteristics of the platform,
and will not be particularly defined in this embodiment.
[0034] According to the data synchronization method provided by the embodiment of the invention, after failure recovery
is carried out in any one of the control stations, the output of the faulted control station is locked so that the faulted control
station is in a bypass state; further, comparing the variable of the faulted control station with the variable of the selected
normally functioning control station to determine data to be synchronized; and performing data synchronization on the
data to be synchronized based on the data transmission channel established with the faulted control station. Therefore,
data can be accurately and reliably synchronized to a faulted control station; the operation is simple; and the security
and availability of the distributed control system are guaranteed. In addition, means of communication are not needed
among control stations, thereby the operation reliability of the distributed control system being further improved.

Embodiment 2

[0035] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a data synchronization method according to Embodiment 2 of the present
invention. Embodiment 2 may be considered as yet another specific implementation of FIG. 1. The method may be
performed by a data synchronization device as shown in FIG. 4.
[0036] Referring to FIG. 2, in step S210, after failure recovery of any one of the control stations, the output of a faulted
control station in a distributed control system of a nuclear power plant is locked so that the faulted control station is in
a bypass state.
[0037] Wherein, the content of the above step S210 is the same as that of the above step S110 in Embodiment 1,
and thus will not be described in detail.
[0038] According to an alternative embodiment of the present invention, before step S210, the data synchronization
method further comprises: defining the variable of the data needed to be synchronized of each of a plurality of control
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stations.
[0039] It is noted that data needed to be synchronized comprises at least one of the following logically transmitted
data but is not limited thereto: an RS flip-flop, a Z flip-flop, a self-holding logic, and a delayer.
[0040] The process of the above variable defining is usually done in a factory. Defining a variable means the config-
uration definition of the data to be synchronized and monitored in the control station, that is, the application of logic
configuration of control stations. The data needed to be synchronized and monitored is the data that runs within the
control station, that is, the data that runs at the input end and the output end of the software logic (such as the afore
mentioned RS flip-flop) in the control station. The application of software logic in the control station is used for realizing
the control or protection function of the nuclear power station. Wherein, with regard to the data need to be monitored,
i.e. the data at the output end of the an RS flip-flop, a Z flip-flop, a self-holding logic or delay logic, the purpose of
monitoring the data is to determine whether two control stations are consistent or not, and if not, data synchronization
operation needs to be performed. The data needed to be synchronized is the input end of the above logic, and the
purpose of outputting consistent data is achieved through a method of synchronizing (e.g. compulsory means, i.e.
assigning values) the input end.
[0041] An example of RS flip-flop logic is described below. Firstly, when a parallel redundancy control station is
configured, the R end and the S end of the RS flip-flop are respectively made an OR logic with the configuration definition
points IN1 and IN2; secondly, the results of the output end of the two control stations are read and compared, and if
they are inconsistent, a synchronization is needed; and what’s more, depending on the output value of the normally
functioning control station, the input point IN1 or IN2 of the faulted control station is forced, i.e. IN1 and IN2 are assigned
values, so that the outputs of the two control stations coincide. For example, IN1 and IN2 are assigned a value of 0 or
1. Wherein, the specific compulsory value can be realized through the configuration file of the redundant synchronization
tool according to the output result of the normally functioning control station. Finally, the enforcement of the faulted
control station is removed.
[0042] In step S220, the online value of a first variable of at least one variable of the normally functioning control station
and the online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable of the faulted control station are obtained.
[0043] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, step S220 may include: acquiring the online
value of a first variable of each variable of a normally functioning control station in a variable comparison list aiming at
the variable needed to be compared and the online value of a second variable of the corresponding variable of the
faulted control station in the variable comparison list according to the variable comparison list.
[0044] In practice, the process of establishing the above variable comparison list is usually done in a factory. Corre-
spondingly, the data synchronization method can further comprise: acquiring respective variable information of a plurality
of control stations, and establishing a variable comparison list according to the acquired variable information.
[0045] The variable information herein may include, but is not limited to, at least one of the following: a data name, a
data type and an online value.
[0046] In step S230, the data to be synchronized is determined by comparing the online value of the first variable of
each at least one variable of the normally functioning control station with the online value of the second variable of the
corresponding variable of the faulted control station.
[0047] In step S240, a data transmission channel is established with the faulted control station, and data synchronization
is performed on the data to be synchronized based on the established data transmission channel.
[0048] Wherein, the content of the above step S240 is the same as that of the above step S130 in Embodiment 1,
and thus will not be described in detail.
[0049] In step S250, the data transmission channel is disconnected, and the bypass state the faulted control station
is in is lifted.
[0050] Specific applications of the embodiment of the present invention are further intuitively described below in
conjunction with specific process examples.
[0051] Assume that the faulted control station is a target station and the normally functioning control station is a
reference station. After the target station is bypassed, the target station is in communication with a maintenance engineer
station, wherein the maintenance engineer station is provided with a redundant synchronization tool, and the work flow
of the redundant synchronization tool is the method flow for implementing the embodiment. A field maintenance engineer
logs in, inputs a project file path, a user name and a password, and analyzes the project file after user permission
information is found to be correct in the database. When the analysis is correct, the system running on the maintenance
engineer station returns to all control stations. The field maintenance engineer selects a reference station and a target
station, and the system will load the variable information of the reference station and the target station respectively, and
display the online values of the variables on an interface. Based on the respective variable information of the reference
station and the target station, the variables to be compared are selected from the reference station and the target station
to establish a variable comparison list, which is exemplified in Table 1 as below.
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[0052] Referring to Table 1, the variable in the variable comparison list is the above mentioned data needed to be
monitored (i.e., the data at the output end of the logic), and each variable is named, such as: HZRIS099MD. The field
maintenance engineer can click the "Start Monitoring" button on the system interface of the maintenance engineer
station, and the two control stations enter the monitoring state at the same time, and the online values of the variables
needed to be compared in the variable comparison list are displayed. At this point, the "Data Synchronization Button"
is clicked to synchronize the inconsistent portions of the comparison result according to the logic configured in the
algorithm block configuration file until all inconsistent portions are synchronized. If the "Stop Monitoring" button is clicked,
both the reference station and the target station end the communication with the redundant synchronization tool.
[0053] The data synchronization method provided by the embodiment of the invention also has the following technical
effects on the basis of the above mentioned embodiment:

on one hand, the data to be synchronized is accurately determined by establishing a variable comparison list and
acquiring the online value of a variable of a normally functioning control station and the online value of a variable
of a corresponding variable of a faulted control station according to the variable comparison list;

on the other hand, in the embodiment, the data transmission channel is disconnected after data synchronization,
and the bypass state of the faulted control station is lifted, so that the normal operation that the faulted control station
restores is guaranteed;

what’s more, variable definition is carried out on data needed to be synchronized of each of a plurality of control
stations before data synchronization, so that a technical basis is provided for subsequent data synchronization
steps; and

moreover, a data transmission channel is established only with the faulted control station instead of establishing a
direct connection with the normally functioning control station, so that the safe operation of the control station is
guaranteed.

Embodiment 3

[0054] Based on the same technical concept, FIG. 3 is a logic block diagram illustrating a data synchronization device
according to Embodiment 3 of the present invention. It can be used for performing the data synchronization method flow
as described in Embodiment 1.
[0055] Referring to FIG. 3, the data synchronization device is used for a distributed control system of a nuclear power
plant comprising a plurality of control stations configured for parallel redundancy. The data synchronization device
comprises: a control station locking module 310, a variable comparison module 320, a channel establishing and a data
synchronization module 330.
[0056] The control station locking module 310 is used for locking the output of a faulted control station in the distributed
control system of a nuclear power plant after failure recovery of any one of the control stations, so that the faulted control
station is in a bypass state.
[0057] The variable comparison module 320 is used for comparing the variable of the faulted control station with the
variable of a selected normally functioning control station to determine the data to be synchronized.
[0058] The channel establishing and data synchronizing module 330 is used for establishing a data transmission
channel with the faulted control station and performing data synchronization on the data to be synchronized based on
the established data transmission channel.
[0059] The data synchronization device provided by the embodiment of the invention locks the output of the faulted
control station after failure recovery of any one of the control stations, so that the faulted control station is in a bypass
state; the variable of the faulted control station is further compared with the variable of the selected normally functioning
control station to determine data to be synchronized; and data synchronization is performed on data to be synchronized
based on the data transmission channel established with the faulted control station. Therefore, data can be accurately
and reliably synchronized to a faulted control station; the operation is simple; and the security and availability of the
distributed control system are guaranteed. In addition, means of communication are not needed among control stations,
thereby the operation reliability of the distributed control system being further improved.

Embodiment 4

[0060] Based on the same technical concept, FIG. 4 is a logic block diagram illustrating a data synchronization device
according to Embodiment 4 of the present invention. It can be used for performing the data synchronization method flow
as described in Embodiment 2.
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[0061] Referring to FIG. 4, specifically, the variable comparison module 320 may include as follows:

a variable online value acquisition unit 3201 used for acquiring the online value of a first variable of at least one
variable of a normally functioning control station and the online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable
of a faulted control station.

a synchronization data determining unit 3202 determining data to be synchronized by comparing the online value
of a first variable of each at least one variable of the normally functioning control station with the online value of a
second variable of a corresponding variable of the faulted control station.

[0062] Wherein, the variable online value acquisition unit 3201 may be specifically configured to acquire the online
value of a first variable of each variable of normally functioning control station in a variable comparison list aiming at the
variable needed to be compared and the online value of a second variable of the corresponding variable of the faulted
control station in the variable comparison list according to a variable comparison list.
[0063] Further, the data synchronization device may further include: a channel disconnecting and bypass cancelling
module 340 used to disconnect the data transmission channel and lift the bypass state the faulted control station is in.
[0064] Optionally, the data synchronization device further comprises: a list establishing module (not shown in the
figure) used for acquiring the variable information of each of a plurality of control stations and establishing a variable
comparison list according to the acquired variable information.
[0065] Preferably, the variable information may include, but is not limited to, at least one of the following: a data name,
a data type and an online value.
[0066] Further, the data synchronization device further comprises: a variable definition module (not shown) used for
carrying out variable definition on data needed to be synchronized of each of a plurality of control stations.
[0067] Here, the data needed to be synchronized may include at least one of the following logically transmitted data
but is not limited thereto: an RS flip-flop, a Z flip-flop, a self-holding logic, and a delayer
[0068] The data synchronization device provided by the embodiment of the invention has the following technical effects
on the basis of the above mentioned embodiment: firstly, the data to be synchronized is accurately determined by
establishing a variable comparison list and acquiring the online value of a variable of a normally functioning control
station and the online value of a variable of a corresponding variable of the faulted control station according to the
variable comparison list; secondly, in the embodiment, the data transmission channel is disconnected after data syn-
chronization, and the bypass state of the faulted control station is lifted, so that the normal operation that the faulted
control station restores is guaranteed; and thirdly, variable definition is carried out on data needed to be synchronized
of each of a plurality of control stations before data synchronization, so that a technical basis is provided for subsequent
data synchronization steps.
[0069] It is to be noted that each of the steps/components described in this application may be separated into further
steps/more components, or two or more steps/components or portions of the operation of the steps/components may
be combined into new steps/components, as required by the embodiments, to achieve the objects of the present invention.
[0070] The above-described method according to the present invention may be implemented in hardware or firmware,
or as software or a computer code storable in a recording medium such as a CD ROM, RAM, floppy disk, hard disk or
magneto-optical disk, or as a computer code downloaded over a network and originally stored in a remote recording
medium or a non-transitory machine-readable medium and to be stored in a local recording medium, such that the
method described herein may thus be stored in such software processes on a recording medium using a general purpose
computer, an application specific processor, or a programmable or special purpose hardware such as an ASIC or FPGA.
It is to be understood that a computer, a processor, a microprocessor controller, or a programmable hardware comprises
a storage component (e.g., RAM, ROM, flash memory, etc.) that can store or receive software or computer code such
that, when accessed and executed by a computer, a processor, or a hardware, the software or the computer code
implements the processing methods described herein. Further, when the general purpose computer accesses a code
for implementing the processes illustrated herein, the execution of the code translates the general purpose computer
into an application specific computer for performing the processes illustrated herein.
[0071] While the above description is only an illustration of preferred embodiments of the present invention, the scope
of the present invention is not limited thereto. Variations or substitutions are readily conceivable within the technical
scope disclosed in the present invention by those skilled in the art and are thus within the scope of the present invention.
Therefore, the scope of the invention should be determined by the scope defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A data synchronization method for a distributed control system of a nuclear power plant, wherein the distributed
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control system of the nuclear power plant comprises a plurality of control stations configured for parallel redundancy,
the method comprising:

after failure recovery of any one of the control stations, locking an output of a faulted control station in the
distributed control system of the nuclear power plant to enable the faulted control station to be in a bypass state;
comparing a variable of the faulted control station with a variable of a selected normally functioning control
station to determine data to be synchronized; and
establishing a data transmission channel with the faulted control station, and performing data synchronization
on data to be synchronized based on the established data transmission channel.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that comparing the variable of the faulted control station with
the variable of the selected normally functioning control station to determine data to be synchronized comprises:

acquiring an online value of a first variable of at least one variable of the normally functioning control station
and an online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable of the faulted control station; and
determining the data to be synchronized by comparing the online value of a first variable of the each at least
one variable of the normally functioning control station with the online value of a second variable of a corre-
sponding variable of the faulted control station.

3. The method according to claim 2, characterized in that the acquiring the online value of a first variable of at least
one variable of the normally functioning control station and the online value of a second variable of a corresponding
variable of the faulted control station comprises:
acquiring the online value of a first variable of each variable of the normally functioning control station in a variable
comparison list aiming at a variable needed to be compared and the online value of a second variable of a corre-
sponding variable of the faulted control station in the variable comparison list according to a variable comparison list.

4. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that, after data synchronization on the data to be synchronized
is performed on the data transmission channel established between the faulted control station and an engineer
station, the method further comprises:
disconnecting the data transmission channel and cancelling the bypass state the faulted control station is in.

5. The method according to claim 3, characterized in that, the method further comprises:
acquiring variable information of each of the plurality of control stations, and establishing the variable comparison
list according to the acquired variable information.

6. The method according to claim 5, characterized in that, the variable information comprises at least one of the
following: a data name, a data type and an online value.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1-6, characterized in that, after fault recovery of any one of the control
stations and before bypassing a faulted control station in a distributed control system of a nuclear power plant, the
method further comprises:
carrying out variable definition on data needed to be synchronized of each of the plurality of control stations.

8. The method according to claim 7, characterized in that the data needed to be synchronized comprises at least
one of the following logically transmitted data: an RS flip-flop, a Z flip-flop, a self-holding logic and a delayer.

9. A data synchronization device for a distributed control system of a nuclear power plant wherein the distributed control
system of the nuclear power plant comprises a plurality of control stations configured for parallel redundancy, the
device comprising:

a control station locking module used for locking an output of a faulted control station in a distributed control
system of the nuclear power plant after failure recovery of any one of the control stations, so that the faulted
control station is in a bypass state;
a variable comparison module used for comparing a variable of a faulted control station with a variable of a
selected normally functioning control station to determine data to be synchronized; and
a channel establishing and data synchronizing module used for establishing a data transmission channel with
the faulted control station and performing data synchronization on the data to be synchronized based on the
established data transmission channel.
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10. The device according to claim 9, characterized in that, the variable comparison module comprises:

a variable online value acquisition unit used for acquiring an online value of a first variable of at least one variable
of the normally functioning control station and an online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable
of the faulted control station; and
a synchronization data determining unit used for determining the data to be synchronized by comparing the
online value of a first variable of the each at least one variable of the normally functioning control station with
the online value of a second variable of a corresponding variable of the faulted control station.

11. The device according to claim 10, characterized in that the variable online value acquisition unit is operable to
acquire the online value of a first variable of each variable of the normally functioning control station in a variable
comparison list aiming at a variable needed to be compared and the online value of a second variable of a corre-
sponding variable of the faulted control station in the variable comparison list according to a variable comparison list.

12. The device according to claim 9, characterized in that the device further comprises:
a channel disconnecting and bypass cancelling module used for disconnecting the data transmission channel and
cancelling a bypass state the faulted control station is in.

13. The device according to claim 11, characterized in that, the device further comprises:
a list establishing module used for acquiring variable information of each of the plurality of control stations and
establishing the variable comparison list according to the acquired variable information.

14. The device according to claim 13, characterized in that the variable information comprises at least one of the
following: a data name, a data type and an online value.

15. The device according to any one of claims 9-14, characterized in that, the device further comprises:
a variable definition module used for carrying out variable definition on data needed to be synchronized of each of
the plurality of control stations.

16. The device according to claim 9, characterized in that the data needed to be synchronized comprises at least one
of the following logically transmitted data: an RS flip-flop, a Z flip-flop, a self-holding logic and a delayer.
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